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 by TheFork 

Cafe Flottenheimer 

"Dessert Kitchen"

Located in the center of the city, this restaurant gives you a break from

the commercialized places with rustic decor and pocket-friendly prices. On

a sunny day you could sit on the beautifully crafted wrought-iron chairs

outside and soak up some rays. The inside is cozy and a nice place to go

to to if you want to relax with friends. The fare consists of mainly brunch

items and scrumptious desserts. So come over on a lazy morning, sip

some exotic tea and grab a delicious meal to go with it.

 +45 3538 3212  www.cafeflottenheimer.dk

/

 info@cafeflottenheimer.dk  Skindergade 20,

Copenhagen

 by Insights Unspoken   

Café Norden 

"Coffee by the square"

Located on the Amagertorv, Café Norden serves as a great place to meet

over coffee and bites. The bi-level cafe's interiors are a charming affair,

with old-school lanterns and beautiful wall murals making an appearance

throughout the space. The food menu is fairly extensive and offers

everything from the traditional smorrebrod to Nordic tapas and

sandwiches. There's a dedicated brunch menu as well. The coffee at

Norden is first-rate and served by a talented team of baristas. Apart from

this, the drinks menu offers smoothies, milkshakes, cold drinks as well as

wines and cocktails. In summers, the cafe offers outdoor seating in the

square. Check website for more.

 +45 3311 7791  www.cafenorden.dk/  info@cafenorden.dk  Østergade 61, Copenhagen

 by Orf3us   

Chicky Grill 

"Good Old Grills"

Grilling is one of the most common fastfood before pizza, shawarma etc.

came to town. Thus, it is of no surprise that Chicky Grill has caught the

eyes of many in Copenhagen. Located in the famous Meatpacking District,

Chicky Grill, serves some of the most lip-smacking grilled food you will

ever find in the city. A must visit!

 +45 3322 6696  Halmtorvet 21, Copenhagen

 by TheFork 

Al-Diwan 

"Inexpensive Indian Cuisine"

Since having been founded in 1996, Al-Diwan (meaning "cozy sitting room

for royal guests") has placed itself amongst the leading and most

respected Indian restaurants in town. This is due partly to the high quality

of its very spicy Tandoori and Biryani dishes from the Indian and Pakistani

cuisines, and partly to its unusual selection of traditional Indian/Pakistani

desserts.

https://thefork.com/restaurant/flottenheimer/273789?cc=56873-f81
https://cityseeker.com/copenhagen/880442-cafe-flottenheimer
https://www.flickr.com/photos/insightsunspoken/29491806336/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/copenhagen/807311-café-norden
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chicky_grill_bar.JPG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
https://cityseeker.com/copenhagen/666326-chicky-grill
https://thefork.com/restaurant/al-diwan/72476?cc=56873-f81
https://cityseeker.com/copenhagen/281487-al-diwan


 +45 2071 7700  www.al-diwan.dk/  Info@al-diwan.dk  Vesterbrogade 94,

Copenhagen

 by Nathan Dumlao on

Unsplash on Unsplash   

Coffeeshop Månefiskeren 

"Bacon, Eggs & Art"

This nonalcoholic coffee shop functions as a cafe, pool room, and

restaurant. Breakfast is a must, as they claim to have the best bacon and

eggs in town. After 1p, they serve a wide range of sandwiches and cakes.

On their walls hang the works of local artists, and new pieces are featured

every month. See their website for further details.

 +45 3257 1456  www.maanefiskeren.dk/  Bådsmandsstræde 43, Copenhagen
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